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NetEx Expands Federal Government Reach of HyperIP with
Addition to NASA's SEWP IV Government-Wide Acquisition Contract

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. – March 23, 2010 – NetEx®, the leader in WAN optimization software,
today announced that its award-winning HyperIP® acceleration software has been added to
NASA's Scientific Engineering Workstation Procurement IV (SEWP IV) Government-Wide
Acquisition Contract through a reseller agreement with Technica Corporation, an innovative
provider of high-quality IT solutions for both government and commercial networks.

SEWP IV allows federal agencies and their authorized contractors to buy products and services
without having to secure multiple quotes in an RFP procurement process. Because the contract
has already been pre-competed, government customers can quickly and easily purchase NetEx
HyperIP WAN Optimization software, which minimizes the effects of high network latency,
packet loss, jitter and other network disruptions that can significantly degrade throughput and
application performance, such as mission-critical surveillance, satellite imagery and replication
data across long distance and limited-bandwidth communication links.

“There are several advantages for federal agencies to use the SEWP IV contract, not of least is
the elimination of obtaining three quotes prior to purchase, which ultimately makes acquiring
HyperIP easier, resulting in increased sales of our product,” said Robert MacIntyre, NetEx Vice
President of Business Development and Marketing. “DoD and government agencies interested in
replicating mission-critical data across long distances need to look no further than the NetEx
HyperIP to move data quickly and securely. We're pleased to be working with Technica as a
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provider of quality, customized solutions to both government and commercial networks and look
forward to our relationship expanding our presence in the Federal marketplace.”

NetEx software is currently used by the U.S. Federal Government, including customers in both
the Federal civilian sector and various U.S. military branches. All civilian agencies and
Department of Defense branches can purchase HyperIP by going to Technica's SEWP catalog
page and searching for "Network Executive Software Inc." in the manufacturer field.
Additionally, any existing NetEx resellers can go to Technica as a source for HyperIP for their
government prospects.

About HyperIP
HyperIP is NetEx’s award-winning business continuity and disaster recovery optimization
solution for backup, recovery and data replication applications. Patent-pending technology
accelerates and optimizes industry-leading data replication and file transfer applications by
aggregating multiple data replication applications over a shared connection while mitigating the
inherent network latency and network disruption for long-distance remote TCP data
transmissions. HyperIP supports long-distance data transfers at up to 800 Mb/s, the highest
performance of any WAN optimization solution on the market, and 25 to more than 100 percent
faster than competitive products. Transfer speed is optimized for the full range of data
management applications, including backup & remote replication and business
continuance/disaster recovery (BC/DR). NetEx offers HyperIP for cloud infrastructures as a
software-only configuration, enabling customers to quickly deploy the acceleration software into
their existing VMware infrastructures.
NetEx leads the industry in supporting the top backup, DR and replication applications from
companies such as IBM, HP/Lefthand, EMC, NetApp, FalconStor, VEEAM, DataCore and
many more. A complete list the BC/DR solutions supported by HyperIP is available at:
http://www.netex.com/products/hyperip/supported-applications.

About NetEx
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Formed in 1999 as a spin-off of Storage Technology Corporation (StorageTek®), privately-held
NetEx is providing the world’s fastest WAN optimization software in the industry, along with
guaranteed data delivery, for over 20 years to more than 100 of the world’s largest and most
sophisticated organizations, including some of the most prestigious providers of financial,
transportation and telecommunications services and government entities. Customers include BP,
Telstra, NTT, Verizon, Qwest, Royal Bank of Scotland Group, Lloyds TSB, NDC Health, IRS,
American, United Airlines and Kellogg. As a VMware Technology Alliance Partner, NetEx’s
HyperIP WAN optimizer software is leading the way in demonstrating impressive performance
results for supercharging VMware applications worldwide. For more information about NetEx,
NetEx/IP or HyperIP, visit www.netex.com or call +1-763-694-4300.
###

About Technica Corporation
Technica Corporation, founded in 1991, provides high-end advanced IT solutions to the
Department of Defense and other federal agencies. Core competencies include Network Security
and Information Assurance (IA), Network Management Integration, Service Oriented
Architecture, Enterprise Application Integration, Enterprise Architecture, Software
Development, Independent Verification and Validation, Network Transport Technologies and
Program Management. Technica is a veteran and minority-owned small disadvantaged
business. Technica is an Equal Opportunity Employer. For more information, please visit:
www.technicacorp.com.
###
NetEx and HyperIP are registered trademarks of NetEx. All other trademarks herein are the
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